The paper proposes a stress-driven integration strategy for Perzyna-type viscoplastic constitutive models, which leads also to a convenient algorithm for viscoplastic relaxation schemes. A generalized trapezoidal rule for the strain increment, combined with a linearized form of the yield function and flow rules, leads to a plasticity-like compliance operator that can be explicitly inverted to give an algorithmic tangent stiffness tensor also denoted as the m-AGC tangent operator. This operator is combined with the stress-prescribed integration scheme, to obtain a natural error indicator that can be used as a convergence criterion of the intrastep iterations (in physical viscoplasticity), or to a variable time-step size in viscoplastic relaxation schemes based on a single linear calculation per time step. The proposed schemes have been implemented for an existing zero-thickness interface constitutive model. Some numerical application examples are presented to illustrate the advantages of the new schemes proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Viscoplasticity has been widely used for engineering materials with (physical) time-dependent behavior over a threshold stress level [1, 2] or in the context of viscoplastic relaxation (VPR) strategies to obtain the stationary solution of an inviscid problem via a fictitious (non-physical) pseudo-time [3] [4] [5] . In either case, the rate-type infinitesimal viscoplastic formulation requires a time integration strategy to (a) discretize time in increments and (b) evaluate a linearized relation between stress and strain increments for each time step and, possibly, some residual force calculation and iterative strategy. Typically, the algorithms are based on the initial stress scheme used in FEs, in which the strain increments are prescribed to the constitutive equations. A variety of such algorithms has been proposed since the original constant stiffness and constant stress procedures [6] [7] [8] to more recent and sophisticated contributions [9] [10] [11] . Other research has been developed incorporating a consistency condition to the traditional viscoplastic strain rate formulation [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In contrast, stress-driven schemes are not that common. After the original constant-stress implementation of Zienkiewicz and Cormeau [1] that may be considered the most elementary form of stress-driven viscoplastic schemes, to the knowledge of the authors, the only previous work of this type is [16] . The implementation of stress-prescribed schemes are conceptually much simpler and I. ALIGUER, I. CAROL AND S. STURE numerically advantageous (explicit integration of the constitutive equations and simple coding). However, in the original form, their stability was related to the size of the time step, and for small time steps, large number of iterations may be required.
The type of viscoplastic formulation also conditions significantly the integration strategy. For Duvaut-Lions formulations, quasi-linear exponential algorithms and consistent viscoplastic tangent operators lead to a good compromise between complexity and computational cost [17] [18] [19] . However, for Perzyna viscoplasticty, there seems to be no equivalent approach, in spite of the existing literature, on the order of the integration strategies [13, 20] , time-step discretization [21, 22] and tangent operators [23, 24] .
The main objective of this paper is to describe and demonstrate a stress-prescribed integration algorithm for Perzyna viscoplasticity in an FE framework. Among the main advantages of the proposed integration algorithm, which is applicable to both physical viscoplasticity and to VPR, is that it exhibits a closed-form consistent tangent stiffness operator, leading to a better compromise between accuracy of the solution and number of iterations.
In the field of rock mechanics, time dependence was incorporated in early models for the overall homogenized behavior of rock masses and rock interfaces, often associated to the creep phenomena or salt formations [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The use of viscoplasticity for general rock masses became common after the proposal and development of the Multilaminate model [26, 30] . The numerical examples presented in this paper represent academic problems of rock samples with discontinuities. The rock matrix, represented by continuum elements, is considered linear-elastic, while the discontinuities are represented in a discrete manner using zero-thickness interface elements equipped with viscoplastic behavior. The viscoplastic algorithms developed in the paper are applied to those interface elements.
After this introduction, the content of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the basic concepts and expressions of Perzyna viscoplasticity. Section 3 develops the main assumptions and equations of the proposed stress-prescribed algorithm, leading to the tangential algorithmic compliance and stiffness operators for a fixed time increment. Section 4 describes the application of the algorithm to VPR schemes, in which time is not physical time, but the fictitious time used in this kind of procedures. In Section 5, the stress-prescribed integration algorithm is specified for the type of constitutive laws used for zero-thickness interface elements and in particular for a hyperbolic loading function in terms of stress tractions and relative displacements. Several examples of increasing complexity are presented, which show the favorable performance of the algorithm presented. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main achievements and conclusions of the paper. Some specific aspects of the formulation presented are included in Appendices A and B at the end of the paper.
PERZYNA VISCOPLASTIC CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
Within the classical framework of small strain Perzyna viscoplasticity, total strain ij can be additively split into the elastic el ij and the viscoplastic
The elastic strain tensor is related to stress by considering isotropic linear elasticity:
where D 0 is an elasticity stiffness matrix, symmetric, and positive definite. D
where the parameter Á is the viscosity of the material and F 0 is a reference value of the yield function, Q the viscoplastic potential typical of non-associated formulations and the flow rule is m ij D @Q=@ ij . Finally, the accumulated viscoplastic strain vp ij in (1) can be obtained by integrating in time the viscoplastic strain rate:
STRESS-DRIVEN INTEGRATION OF VISCOPLASTICITY AND m-AGC TANGENT OPERATOR
A stress-driven integration scheme for Perzyna viscoplasticity is hereby developed. The main advantage is that, with the assumption of a known stress history, the integration of the constitutive relation is reduced to the numerical explicit evaluation of the integral expression (4) . But the integration scheme for a finite element implementation also requires the linearized form of the constitutive tangential stiffness tensor. Each of those aspects, as well as a flow chart diagram illustrating how these ingredients fit into the general FE calculation, are given in the following sections.
Explicit integration of Perzyna viscoplasticity with prescribed stress
In the proposed integration scheme, it is assumed that the stress increment that takes place during a time increment t is known and that this increment is prescribed linearly in time, that is, at a fixed rate P ij D =t . Note that if we assume that the stress evolution to be known, all the terms included in the integral expression (4) are also known, and therefore, the integral can be evaluated explicitly, using any quadrature rule with the general expression:
In which the number of integration points nq, their position in the interval t i , and weights w i , will depend on the particular quadrature rule used. For each quadrature point i D 1; nq the integrand between brackets is evaluated for the corresponding stress as obtained from the linear variation law assumed within the increment. As the quadrature rule, one may use a simple trapezoidal formula involving integrand values at both ends (
, a Simpson's rule using both ends and the middle point (
, or even more complex formulas using more intermediate points. However, in the calculations performed, there seems to be no need in general to go beyond Simpson's formula.
Note that in this scheme, the simple explicit evaluation of Equation (5) is all that has to be done to integrate the constitutive model. This is in contrast to the classical strain-driven algorithms of elastoplasticity that applied to this case become implicit and require subdivision of the increment into subincrements or iterate according to a Backward-Euler strategy. In the Appendix A, the integration of the viscoplastic constitutive relation for both stress-driven and strain-driven schemes is detailed. A simple example is also included, which illustrates the higher complexity in terms of number of operations needed in the strain-driven scheme.
The integration of (4) can be discretized using a generalized trapezoidal rule for the interval t nC1 D t nC1 t n , with following expression:
where nC1 D t nC1 =ÁF 0 groups the constant values of the increment. In this equation, the scalar factor Â may take a fixed value between 0 and 1. If Â D 0, the formula is equivalent to the forward Euler scheme, in which all variables are known at the beginning of the increment and therefore is no need of iterate within the time step. Early implementations of viscoplasticity used this approach with a fixed value of stiffness equal to the elastic stiffness. However, this scheme turns out very sensitive to the size of the time step, and it usually leads to slow convergence and a high number of iterations [6] . The other limit case is when Â D 1. In that case, the values of F and m are those at the end of the interval, which corresponds to the traditional backward Euler scheme.
For any intermediate value 0 < Â < 1, the values of F and m at both ends of the interval are needed with the weighting factors Â and .1 Â/.
Note that, whenever Â > 0, the value of nC1 is needed to evaluate (6) . Therefore, in the context of a FE calculation, iterations are usually required within the time step (until the viscoplastic strain increments at each Gauss point are such that the overall stress redistribution leads to the prescribed stress increment).
Next step in the formulation is to linearize the yield function and the plastic potential around their values at the beginning of the time step:
Considering now that @F=@ ij D n ij and replacing these expressions into (6), one obtains
where for clarity F . n / has been replaced by F n . If the second order term is not taken into account and under the assumption that the variation of the plastic potential is small with respect to the variation of the stress within the interval, the simplified expression is obtained
By adding it to the elastic strain increment and grouping terms, one obtains the total strain increment expression:
with,
in where the m-AGC tangent operator C 00 nC1 has been identified, as well as the initial strain term1 H 00 m n˝nn (13) with H 00 D 1=Â nC1 , and in which, a tensorial structure identical to classical elastoplasticity [31] may be immediately recognized. Therefore, same as in that theory, the corresponding tangential stiffness can be derived explicitly via Shermann-Morrison formula [32] as
This explicit expression of the tangential stiffness tensor D 00 nC1 is one of the main advantages of the integration scheme proposed, because it eliminates the need of inverting the compliance tensor numerically at each Gauss point for each iteration, as is common for most existing integration schemes for viscoplastic models. Explicit integration of VP strain increment:
Indeed, if a tensorial structure different from (13) is assumed for the compliance tensor, the Shermann-Morrison formula is no longer applicable to obtain the explicit stiffness tensor as the inverse. For instance, by taking additional terms in the development of vp ij , such as @m ij =@ kl , one obtains more complex forms of the tangent compliance, which in principle might be more accurate. However, with the additional terms, the analogy of (15) to the elastoplastic stiffness is lost and so is the analytical closed-form for D, which implies the need for numerical inversion of C . It may of course be argued whether the extra computational cost may perhaps pay off in cases in which Q varies rapidly within the increment, although in a large computation, this may affect to a limited number of Gauss points and may be compensated by some extra iterations, while there is no doubt that the savings in inverting the compliance matrix will benefit to all Gauss points in all iterations and therefore is a sure advantage, additional to the theoretical benefit itself of having an explicit stiffness tensor.
The numerical implementation of the proposed scheme within the framework of a finite element code is shown in Algorithm (3.1).
In the above algorithm, when Â D 0, the original explicit viscoplastic scheme by Zienckiewicz [1] is recovered, in which all the variables are evaluated at the beginning of the increment, and there is no need to iterate in the time increment to recalculate the initial stiffness (although already mentioned, this leads to the need of very small time increments).
On the other hand, for values of Â > 0, the accuracy of the viscoplastic strain calculated via (5) depends mainly on the accuracy of the linearization of the stress function (7) . If the approximation is not accurate enough, the iterative algorithm will recalculate the viscoplastic strain at each iteration. Recalculating the stiffness at each iteration has a cost, but with the explicit evaluation of the tangent stiffness, this cost turns out a reasonable compromise; on one hand, it may be much lower compared with other schemes in which this calculation has to be done via compliance tensor first and then numerical inversion to obtain stiffness, and on the other hand, it will surely be much less expensive than the original constant stress/constant stiffness explicit scheme because of the much lower number of iterations.
VISCOPLASTIC RELAXATION
In the previous section, the viscoplastic model was considered as representing physical timedependent material behavior, that is, the time variable corresponded to the actual physical time. However, viscoplasticity has also been used in the literature as a numerical artifact to reach a final stationary state in which the stress state at all Gauss points lies on the plastic surface, that is, as a mere iterative procedure in the context of inviscid elastoplasticity, in which the fictitious time has the meaning of an always-increasing parameter leading to the stationary solution.
In the same philosophy, the integration scheme proposed in the previous section may be reformulated as a VPR scheme. In the algorithm for physical viscoplasticity, the time-step magnitude t was considered as fixed a priori of the time-step calculation (and then if needed, iterations were performed on the corresponding stress and strain increments). Instead, for VPR, the magnitude of the time increment itself may be readjusted during iterations, from smaller time steps when the stress states are far from the plastic surface and strain rates are high to larger time steps when the stress points approach the surface and viscoplastic rates are lower.
The viscoplastic integration scheme proposed in the previous section may be easily readapted as a variable time-step VPR procedure, because it provides a natural way to evaluate the integration error. Indeed, the difference between the viscoplastic strain increment estimated via the linearized expression (15) and the viscoplastic strain resulting from the actual direct integration (4) that may be performed after the stress increment has been obtained at each Gauss point and provides an excellent measure of such error. Based on this, the variable time-step VPR scheme may be understood as if the time-step size would be readjusted automatically so that the linearized compliance (10) or stiffness (15) would be sufficiently approximate and no stress-strain iterations within the time increments would be ever needed.
Init.: i D 0 from previous converged incr.:
n n 00 n CALL constitutive subroutine performing Explicit integration:
hen incr n OK, continue to n+1 with t nC1 ˇt n if >˛TOL F then Repeat increment n; with t n t n =ě lse incr n OK, continue to n+1 witht nC1 t n for EACH G.P, calculate: A detailed description of the VPR scheme is provided in Algorithm 4.2. Also, a brief summary that highlights the main features of the scheme within FE iterations is described as follows:
Note that, for each (pseudo) time step, the initial viscoplastic strain increment at each Gauss point coincides with the one for the traditional Zienckiewicz algorithm (using the value of the stress at the beginning of the increment i nC1 ), although if Â > 0 stiffness is the new explicit one (15) (if Â D 0 stiffness is also the elastic one and the algorithm coincides again with Zienckiewicz's with variable time step). Once the global (FE) system of equations is solved for ıu i nC1 , the resulting increments of viscoplastic strain and stress at each Gauss point for the iteration ( i nC1 ) may be recovered using Equations (9) and (15) .
The automatic control on the time increment works as follows: once the stress increment has been obtained, the 'real' viscoplastic strain may be calculated using explicit integral (5), and both a priori and a posteriori viscoplastic strain increments may be compared. This comparison is performed at Gauss point level and then integrated and assembled into the accuracy index . If this value remains between some minTOL and maxTOL tolerance values, the times step is accepted, and the following one is undertaken with the same size. If the index is lower than minTOL, the increment is accepted, but the next one is undertaken with a larger time step, and finally, if the index is greater than maxTOL, the increment is discarded and reattempted with a smaller time step.
The iterative procedure reaches convergence when the stress state is sufficiently close to the yield surface, and therefore, the residual stress is smaller than a tolerance value, which corresponds to stationary conditions.
APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM TO INTERFACES
In this section, the viscoplastic scheme described in previous paragraphs is implemented in the context of a constitutive model for zero-thickness interfaces based on hyperbolic loading surface. This model was proposed originally for the behavior of geotechnical interfaces [33] , later modified for fracture energy-based opening and development of cracks in quasi-brittle materials (concrete, rock, etc) [34] , and more recently extended to 3D and reformulated more efficiently [35] . For the viscoplastic implementation, the model is taken in its simplest format, that is, perfect plasticity and associated flow.
Hyperbolic constitutive model
The yield function F is defined in terms of normal and shear stresses on the interface surface ( ; 1 ; 2 ) and the strength parameters cohesion and friction angle (c; ). The expression is
where a is a new parameter related to c; as a D c= tan (Figure 1(a) ). In this paper, the model is defined as elastic-perfectly plastic (fixed parameters c; tan ). The flow rule is defined as non-associative, except in the case of pure tension. The specific definition of the flow rule is given as follows:
where d il is a value of the compressive normal stress beyond which no dilatancy takes place. For compressive values of < d il , the flow rule used is radial with center at the point . d il ; 0/, as depicted in Figure 1(b) . 
Numerical examples
Three simple examples are presented in this section in order to illustrate the features of the proposed formulation. The first example is a purely constitutive test and considers viscoplasticity with physical time. An analytical solution is available for comparison of all the integration strategies in this particular example. The second example is a semi-analytical pullout test computed in the context of a FEM calculation. The VPR scheme is now applied, and the solution obtained is compared with the one obtained with physical viscoplasticity. The third and final example consists on a geomechanical wedge failure mechanism with a prescribed displacement rate. In this case, the ability of the formulation to capture a viscoplastic behavior is discussed.
Relaxation test at the constitutive level.
The first example of application consists of a relaxation test at the constitutive level. Normal stress is applied first, followed by prescribed shear relative displacement (at constant normal stress). Then, time is allowed to pass, and shear stress decreases to the limit value dictated by the inviscid yield surface (Figure 2) .
The special case without cohesion c D 0 in (16) is considered because for this particular case; it is possible to find the following closed-form expression for the decay of the shear stress with time where 0 is the value of shear stress at time t 0 , Y is the shear yield threshold value, and K T is the transversal stiffness modulus of the interface. Expression (18) indicates that, at the limit of infinite time, the value Y tends to zero; that is, the shear stress tends to the shear stress yield limit value Y , and the elastoplastic solution is recovered.
The curves obtained with the aforementioned formula have been represented in Figure 3 , together with the numerical results for the same case obtained numerically with t = 1s and three different values of parameter Â = 0, 1, and 0.5.
In the numerical calculations, the load has been applied in two steps: (1) A measure of the overall error has been established as the difference of the area under the curves to the one corresponding to the analytical solution, as the total amount of viscoplastic strain will be approximately proportional to that area. The results obtained give an error lower than 1% for the strategy with Â D 1=2 and 14.1% and 14.0% for Â D 0 or Â D 1, respectively. As it would be expected, assuming constant stress for the increment equal to the initial value (forward scheme with Â D 0) leads to an over-prediction of the viscoplastic strain, and therefore, shear stress decreases faster. However, assuming Â D 1, that is, a backward scheme taking stress at the end of the increment, normally lower, leads to an under-prediction of the viscoplastic strain, with shear stresses decreasing more slowly.
A second calculation has been run with c D 10:0 kN/m 2 . In this case, the analytical solution is not straightforward, and the numerical solution obtained for very small steps of t D 0:001 s, which leads to practically the same results for any Â, is taken as the 'exact' solution. This 'exact' solution is represented in Figure 3 (usually assumed in strain-driven cases to be a preferred choice) in this context of stress-driven scheme, and at least in this example, leads to similar errors as the forward scheme with Â D 0.
Semi-constitutive pull-out test, solved using viscoplastic relaxation.
This example consists of a pull-out test with the following setup: a quadrilateral (2 m 2 m) continuum element (S .1/ ) surrounded by three zero-thickness interface elements (I .1/ ; I .2/ ; I .3/ ), as shown in Figure 5 . The analysis is carried out using the VPR procedure with both fixed t and variable t and then automatic sub-stepping, and then, the performance of both algorithms (with Â D 1=2) is analyzed and compared.
As it can be seen in Figure 5 , the horizontal nodal forces on nodes 5 and 3 collect shear contributions from interfaces I .1/ and I .3/ , as well as tensile contribution from I .2/ . Results from this example may also help verifying that the procedure is reliable when the viscoplastic strain rate differs in orders of magnitude for different Gauss points, as is the case for the upper and lower interfaces, which will slide in shear/compression, in contrast to the left interface which will open in tension.
Two loading steps are considered in this pull-out test. In the first one, a vertical displacement increment (ı y ) is imposed to the top nodes in order to generate a state of normal compression at the top and bottom perimetral interfaces. In the second step, the horizontal displacement is prescribed incrementally to nodes 4 and 6 in order to pull the quadrilateral element out of the surrounding interfaces. Each pull-out displacement increment (ı x ) is, in turn, divided in two sub-increments. In the first one, the displacement ı x is applied instantaneously (with t D 0), and in the second, time is allowed to pass (t > 0) at constant displacement (ı x D 0). Because of the viscoplastic behavior of the three perimetral interfaces, the stress increments generated in the 'instantaneous' pull-out sub-increment will then relax during the second sub-increment. For this particular case, the vertical displacement increment imposed at the first step was ı y D 3:4641 10 4 m, which generated a compressive normal stress of n D 98:0397 kPa, and each horizontal displacement increment imposed was ı x D 1:7081 10 5 m. As stated, the problem only exhibits two unknown degrees of freedom that correspond to the horizontal displacements of nodes 5 and 3, because all other displacements are prescribed. This leads to a drastic simplification of the problem, if compared with the corresponding full matrix system within the FE framework, and it becomes possible to reach a semi-analytical solution as shown in Appendix B.
For the numerical calculations, the continuum is considered linear elastic (plain strain with E D Firstly, VPR with a fixed iteration t is taken into account ( Figure 6 ). This case can be considered as the simplest scheme for VPR. In particular, four different values of t were used: 2.5, 10.0, 20.0, and 40.0 s, as can be observed in Figure 6 . The number of iterations that were needed to reach convergence was 2454, 613, 307, and 154, respectively. A tolerance of 10 5 was used for the nor- malized residual force at node 5. Although the number of iterations is smaller than the total amount of iterations needed to obtain the evolution curve with physical viscoplasticity (2000 increments and an average of 2 iterations per increment), those values are still notably high. Moreover, because the slope of the curve for small values of the displacements is significant, when the value of t is too large instability can occur. In this example, for the value of t D 40:0 s, even though the procedure seems to be unstable in the first four iterations, at the end of the iterations, the same result is obtained.
Another aspect that can be noticed in Figure 6 is that there is a change of slope in the evolution curve. Because the slope decreases significantly and the stress state gets close to the yield surface, even if the value of t is large, an important amount of iterations is needed. The VPR scheme implemented allows an automatic scaling of the time increment in the iterations that can be very advantageous in these situations. As it was detailed previously, the automatic control takes into account the difference of the viscoplastic strain increments obtained a priori and a posteriori in the iteration. In this particular example, the value of t will be kept small at the beginning and during the change of slope, but it will be increased eventually when the slope becomes constant.
As shown in Figure 7 , using the VPR scheme with automatic control of time increment, only 30 iterations were needed to reach convergence. The initial value of the time increment was t D 1:0 s, the factor used to increase t was 1.35, and the tolerance value used to increase the time increment was 10 5 . The value of t in the first 10 iterations remained close to 10 s and then increased to a maximum value of 2447.25 s in the last iteration.
5.2.3.
Wedge failure mechanism with prescribed displacement rate. In this example, the symmetric part of a 3D wedge failure mechanism is analyzed ( Figure 8 ). The wedge is formed by the intersection of two planes sitting on the line contained in the symmetry plane (line l ch ) and dipping 45 ı (angle i) and on horizontal lines with directions (strikes) 45 ı and 135 ı with respect to to the x-axis. This results in a dip angleˇfor those planes of 54:74 ı , as also represented in Figure 8 . The horizontal displacement along the x-direction is prescribed to zero value for all the nodes over the symmetry plane (x D 0), and so they are the vertical (´) displacements at the base of the specimen´D 0 and the 'forward' (y) displacements of the rear side (y D 0) of the lower part of the specimen. The material properties of the interface are
ı , and Á D 10 4 kPa s and the continuum: E D 5 10 6 kPa and D 0:2. In this numerical example, physical VP and VPR (fixed t) schemes with Â D 0:5 are taken into account. Loading consists of uniform prescribed vertical (´) displacements at the top of the specimen, while horizontal (x; y) displacements at the same nodes are left free. In the physical VP cases, the prescribed vertical displacement was applied in small increments of t D 0:1 s from the beginning of the test. While in the VPR cases, two loading steps are applied: (1) A first 'elastic' increment (ı v D 5 10 5 and t D 0 s) which leads to a uniaxial stress state ( yy D 98:8585 kPa). The stress state in terms of normal and shear stresses on the plane is obtained by static equilibrium. This initial stress state is such that the shear stress vector is oriented in the direction of the maximum dip direction of the plane (dotted line in Figure 8 ). It also should be noticed that stress states that satisfy this static equilibrium are represented by a fixed relationship between normal and shear stresses: = D tanˇ, as seen in Figure 10 (bottom); (2) this is followed by relaxation increments by applying the prescribed displacement rate at the upper boundary (variable increments of ı v with t D 0:1 s). From that point on, a more complex stress state will develop, with growing horizontal stress components in the wedge that will progressively deviate the shear traction on the plane until it reaches asymptotically the direction also contained in the plane but parallel to the symmetry plane defined by line l ch (only kinematically admissible failure mechanism).
The prescribed vertical displacement has been applied progressively, at various (constant) strain rates, ranging from an infinitely slow rate (equivalent to perfect inviscid elasto-plasticity) to a higher strain rate of 2:5 10 6 ms 1 . The results of the case are depicted in Figure 9 , where the physical VP simulations appear as light lines while VPR as bold lines. Physical VP vertical reaction monotonically increases with the vertical displacement, while VPR cases show an initial elastic response, followed by a nonlinear curve (as the various integration points of the interface are progressively reaching the plastic state), and finally a plateau (when all integration points become plastic). Note that the load value of the plateau depends on the strain rate, and for the same strain rate, both physical VP and VPR cases reach the same vertical reaction value. This value can be obtained analytically as shown later on.
Because the wedge failure mechanism is kinematically admissible and the loading conditions lead to stress states (Figures 10 and 11) beyond the yield surface, viscoplastic shear strains develop, and the wedge slides in the direction of the intersection because of the symmetry of the problem. Considering the kinematic relationship between the prescribed displacement rate (vertical direction) and the viscoplastic shear strain rate developed during sliding (i-direction), the following relationship exists:
According to this previous expression, it is possible to determine a surface N F representing the stress states in failure stationary conditions, when stress redistribution at structure level is not possible. This surface is therefore related to the prescribed displacement rate value according to the following expression:
In this example, besides the infinitely slow case ( P N ı v0 D 0:0), three different values of the prescribed displacement rate were considered ( P N ı v1 D 2:5 10
, which were applied in the following: 800 physical VP and 600 VPR; 2000 physical VP and 1500 VPR; and 4000 physical VP and 3000 VPR increments of t D 0:1 s, respectively, in order to reach the same amount of imposed vertical displacement at the end of the test (Figure 9 ). In terms of the number of iterations, the cases computed with physical VP need two iterations per time increment, resulting in 1600, 4000, and 8000 iterations, respectively. However, the VPR algorithm requires three to five iterations during the first 20 increments and two iterations the remaining of the test, which yields the total number of iterations of 1225, 3025, and 6026, respectively. The deformed mesh at the end of the test is shown in Figure 8 . All the background for this example summarized in the previous paragraphs is shown in Figures 9-11 and discussed as follows. Figure 9 illustrates the force-displacement evolution during the test until a steady state is reached at failure. For each case, the evolution curve can be divided in three parts. In the first part, which corresponds to step 1, the behavior is elastic (linear slope) because the vertical displacement incre- ment is applied at t D 0 s. Though not very significant, this elastic part also exists in the physical VP cases because, initially, the stress path develops inside the yield surface; see Figure 10 (top). During the second and third parts, both included in step 2, the behavior is viscoplastic, and sliding due to shear viscoplastic strains occurs. Reorientation of the shear stresses takes place in the second part while the steady state conditions develop in the third part of the curve. In this last part, it can be observed that the VPR curves reach the inviscid solution (physical VP curves).
As commented previously, this example consists of a wedge failure discretized in two solid hexahedra elements and a quadrangular interface element. A Newton-Cotes quadrature of four integration points at the corner nodes of the quadrangle was used to integrate in space. It is important to notice that two integration points are located at the intersection line while the other two are located at the outer boundary. Because of the symmetry of the problem, the same stress state is obtained for each pair of integration points. For this reason, only two stress paths for each case are plotted in Figures 10 and 11 . Note that in Figure 11 , the straight solid line denotes the direction of the intersection line in terms of 2 = 1 . Figure 10 shows the stress paths in plane
while Figure 11 shows the stress paths in 1 2 plane. In both figures, the initial stress state is represented as a circle (after step 1 for VPR cases), while the final state at failure for each integration point is represented as a square. Also in both plots, the initial yield surface (F 0 ) and the final surfaces ( N F ) given by (20) are represented. As it can be noticed in both plots and for both physical VP and VPR cases, the initial stress state evolves in the sense that normal stresses increase and shear stresses change their orientation in order to align to the intersection line. Note that less viscoplastic strain is needed for the reorientation of the integration points that are located at the intersection line (Figure 11, right) . When the steady state is reached at failure, stresses reach the corresponding N F surfaces according to the imposed value of vertical displacement rate. As it has also been stated for Figure 9 , although the stress paths are different for physical VP and VPR (top and bottom plots in Figures 10 and 11) , the final stress states are the same for a given vertical strain rate.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Stress-prescribed schemes seem very advantageous for integrating Perzyna-type viscoplasticiy, because the constitutive evaluation is reduced to the numerical evaluation of an integral. Based on this idea, the general scheme described allows to recover as limit cases, both the original Zienckiewicz scheme with constant stiffness and a classical backward Euler formula. By proper linearization of the variation of the loading function and some additional simplifications, the scheme presented also leads to a simple form of the tangent compliance that can be inverted in closed-form to obtain explicitly the so-called m-AGC tangent operator. This operator is shown to perform very satisfactory in the examples analyzed.
The constitutive schemes developed can also be applied in the context of VPR, in which case, instead of iterations, the pseudo-time-step size is readjusted till the m-AGC tangent provides sufficiently good prediction without iteration.
The performance of both schemes (physical viscoplasticity and VPR) has been shown in the case of three examples of application. In the context of a constitutive relaxation test (physical VP scheme), analyzing the shear stress decay with time, which can be obtained in closed-form, the strategy with Â D 1=2 appears to be more accurate than Â D 0 and 1, obtaining the error as the difference of areas under the numerical and analytical curves. Other examples in the FEs framework point out the capacity of the proposed schemes to capture stress paths derived from more complex load conditions, in particular, combined shear sliding/tensile opening and stress reorientation while sliding. It is also worth to mention the good performance of the proposed VPR algorithm, in terms of the number of iterations, because the (pseudo) time-step can be automatically scaled during the iterative procedure.
APPENDIX A: STRESS-DRIVEN VS STRAIN-DRIVEN STRATEGIES
In this appendix, both stress-driven (A.1) and strain-driven (A.2) integration strategies are described. Also, an application example at constitutive level is provided for comparison purposes.
Algorithm A.1: STRESS-DRIVEN( n ; n ; nC1 ; t nC1 ) comment: Explicit integration scheme Explicit evaluation of VP strain increment:
Evaluation of total strain increment:
Algorithm A.2: STRAIN-DRIVEN( n ; n ; nC1 ; t nC1 ) comment: Implicit iterative integration scheme Estimate:
Call Explicit evaluation of VP strain increment:
Calculate total strain increment for the iteration:
Evaluate stress residual:
nC1 / Update for next iteration:
In order to run a valid illustration example of the aforementioned comparison, one needs an increment of stress applied during a specific time increment and the corresponding increment of strain. This may be most conveniently extracted from a Gauss point of a converged finite element calculation. For this purpose, the simplest possible two-dimensional failure geometry has been considered, which consists of a rectangular specimen with an embedded plane dipping 45 ı ( Figure A1 ). This plane has been discretized using a single interface element ( Table A1 , on top of not being explicit and requiring iterations, turn out strongly dependent of tolerance and stiffness.
APPENDIX B: SEMI-CONSTITUTIVE PULL-OUT TEST EQUATIONS
The classic FEM structure f D K ı, where f and ı are the global nodal force and nodal displacement vectors, respectively, and K is the global stiffness matrix, can be simplified in this particular example. In Figure B1 , the contribution of the solid and interface elements to the global stiffness matrix is represented, from which an expression of the horizontal force in the node 5 (f where K S .1/ stands for the stiffness contribution of the fourth local node of the continuum element S .1/ . Considering plain strain elasticity and D 0, for the sake of simplicity, it can be obtained as follows: The iterative procedure takes into account the stress redistribution, associated to the viscoplastic strains, at the interfaces I .2/ and I .3/ . At I .2/ , a tensile residual stress is produced while at I
.3/ the residual stress only presents the shear component. This residual stresses are then integrated, and the nodal force increment is obtained and assembled to f x 5 . According to the geometry of this example, the contributive area to the calculation of the nodal forces is unitary, and the integration is simple; leading to the increments of forces are the increment of stresses. The simplified VPR iterative scheme is summarized in the Algorithm B.1. 
